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Abstract The storm-enhanced density (SED) is an electron density enhancement phenomenon extending
from the later afternoon at middle latitude to the noontime in high latitude within a narrow band during early
stage of geomagnetic storm. Previous investigations were mostly focused on the northern America region
due to sparse data coverage in other regions. Recent observational analysis and simulation studies have
shown that the SEDmight be quite complicated both physically and spatial/temporal evolution. In this paper,
we obtained the global ionospheric electron density with the spatial/temporal resolution of 5° in latitude, 10°
in longitude, ~30 km around F2 peak, and 0.5 h in time, during 17 March 2013 geomagnetic storm through
assimilating ground and LEO-based total electron content (TEC) data into the model. A total of ~450
ground-based Global Navigation Satellite Systems stations’ and ~10 LEO satellites’ observations were applied
in the assimilation. Of all the data, six satellites with ionospheric radio occultation profiling capability
provided the key altitudinal variation information. The SED associated with the tongue of ionization (TOI) and
boundary blob can be well identified from the data assimilation results, although their amplitude of
enhancement was only up to ~6 TECU (TEC unit, 1 TECU= 1016 elm�2). All structures show very dynamic and
complicated time evolution features. During this storm time, we identified two separate SED/TOI/blob
structures corotating from Europe to American with conjugate occurrence. This partly supports the
mechanism of convection expansion. Given a significant amount of radio occultation will be available in the
near future, this method will help up us to resolve global large-scale ionospheric disturbance down to very
small spatial and temporal scale in storm time.

1. Introduction

During geomagnetic storm, enhanced energy input from magnetosphere in the high-latitude and polar
region will influence global atmospheric circulation through Joule heating and result in the disturbances in
neutral compositions, winds, and electric fields, which will in turn disturb the global ionosphere [Prölss,
1995]. The ionosphere is also under direct influences of the solar wind and magnetospheric electric fields
as well as energetic particles. The disturbance is referred to as positive/negative storm depending upon
whether the storm time electron density is higher/lower than that of the reference quiet time. Through
analyzing the statistical ionospheric peak electron density response behavior during storm time based on
global ionosonde observations, Matsushita [1959] first found an obvious positive ionospheric storm in the
afternoon and evening sectors of middle- and high-latitude regions during the initial phase of the storm.
Buonsanto [1995] investigated this phenomenon in more detail through both case study and model simula-
tion. He pointed out that it should be distinguished from the general positive storm, and this phenomenon
was named dusk effect. He further proposed that the low-latitude plasma convection, traveling atmospheric
disturbance, and neutral composition disturbance can cause this dusk effect [Buonsanto, 1995]. Foster [1993]
found that this electron density enhancement could extend to the noontime in high latitude within a narrow
band and named this phenomenon storm-enhanced density (SED). This term has been widely used by the
community from then on [Coster et al., 2007; Foster et al., 2007; Heelis et al., 2009; Horvath and Lovell, 2015;
Kelley et al., 2004; Liu et al., 2016a; Yuan et al., 2009; Zou et al., 2014]. The SED structure is also physically related
to many high-latitude phenomena such as the tongue of ionization (TOI), the subauroral polarization stream
(SAPS), and the polar patch [Foster et al., 2007; Horvath and Lovell, 2015; Thomas et al., 2013; Zhang et al.,
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2013]. Due to the large horizontal gradients of ionospheric electron density in the edge of the SED region, it
could degrade the ionospheric radio positioning accuracy by factors as large as 10–20 on the differential glo-
bal positioning system and could persist for hours as studied by Skone and Coster [2009].

The SED phenomenon has been extensively studied especially over northern America region based on the
Millstone Hill incoherent scatter radar (ISR) profiles and dense ground-based Global Navigation Satellite
System (GNSS) receivers derived total electron content (TEC) [Coster and Skone, 2009; Foster and Rideout,
2007]. Several mechanisms have been proposed for the formation of SED structure in the past, including
high-latitude convection electric field expansion [Foster, 1993], local ionization and northward/upward
E× B enhancement [Deng and Ridley, 2006; Heelis et al., 2009], westward ion transport by SAPS, and latitu-
dinal expansion of the equatorial ionization anomaly (EIA) [Foster et al., 2007]. Liu et al. [2016b] have
summarized most of the potential mechanisms in the previous publications and pointed out that there still
exist discrepancies on the main SED-driving factors among those prior investigations. They further studied
two SED cases based on the National Center for Atmospheric Research Thermosphere Ionosphere
Electrodynamics General Circulation Model (NCAR-TIEGCM) simulations to identify relative importance of
electric field, neutral wind, chemical reaction, and ambipolar diffusion on generating SED. Specifically, a
technique called physical term analysis was used in the study. During the simulation, it splits and saves
contributions from each mechanism in the plasma continuity equation, which describes the relationship
between the time change rate of plasma density and plasma production rate, loss rate, and transportation
rate. They found that the northward/upward E× B ion drift and neutral meridional winds are the main
factors of SED formation in the topside and bottomside ionosphere, respectively. Recently, with the
increase of available observations and development of model simulations, SED investigations have drawn
some new findings and raised some problems needing to be resolved as well [Heelis et al., 2009; Horvath
and Lovell, 2015; Liu et al., 2016a, 2016b; Yuan et al., 2009; Zou et al., 2013, 2014]. In a case study based
on multiple observations, Yuan et al. [2009] pointed out that the SED structure can have complicated
altitude variations. Zou et al. [2013] displayed an interesting storm case in November 2011, during which
the ionospheric peak electron density decreased in the first half part of SED and enhanced in the second
half part of SED with time evolution. They proposed that except the high-latitude convection expansion,
the horizontal fast flow, energetic particle precipitation, and enhanced neutral wind might contribute to
the different SED behavior in the second part. In another paper, Zou et al. [2014] further studied several
SED cases based on multiple data analysis and found that the ion flows could be very complicated inside
the SED plume. In the case study of March 2015 storm, Liu et al. [2016a] reported that the enhancement
mainly occurred above the F2 peak region and the electron density below the peak height even decreased,
therefore resulted in the different behavior of peak density and TEC in SED. They explained this feature
through the increased topside ionospheric scale height due to the enhanced energy flux during storm time
in addition to the convection expansion. Based on real Defense Meteorological Satellite Program (DMSP)
data-driven Time Dependent Ionospheric Model (TDIM) simulations for 5–7 November 2001 storm, Heelis
et al. [2009] found that the local ionization enhancement due to the enhanced electric field can be up to
a factor of 2 or even more and the plasma transportation from lower latitude region might not be necessary
for the formation of SED.

Most of the above mentioned investigations concentrated on the northern America region due to relatively
dense ground-based observations such as ISR and GNSS over there. It is thought that the northern America
sector which is far from the geographic pole and close to the geomagnetic pole may favor the high occur-
rence of SED [Coster et al., 2007; Heelis et al., 2009; Kelley et al., 2004; Liu et al., 2016a]. A few researches also
indicated that the SED can occur in other longitudes and Southern Hemisphere. Through TDIM simulation,
Sojka et al. [2012] demonstrated that the SED amplitude was higher in northern America sector than other
longitudes given the same convection expansion. They also pointed out that the effect of neutral wind
cannot be ignored. Due to its longitudinal variation, the neutral wind can either enhance or cancel out the
effect of convection expansion. Foster and Rideout [2007] displayed several cases of simultaneous SED occur-
rence in both hemispheres based on TOPEX TEC data. However, due to the restriction of data sampling, this
study was confined only to identify simultaneous SED phenomenon. By using the global ground GNSS TEC
and DMSP data, Coster et al. [2007] observed an extreme SED case, where the SED corotated with the Earth
from Europe to northern America and lasted for 15–20 h. They also compared the SED evolution between
Europe and northern America and found a persistent and repeatable pattern of the time evolution of the
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SED plume base latitude location although minor differences existed. Horvath and Lovell [2015] also reported
a storm case with SED occurrence all over the world based on multiple data analysis.

When investigating the SED occurrence in other region rather than northern America and Europe, it is impos-
sible to map and give altitudinal information of the SED structure due to sparse ground GNSS coverage
and/or lacking ISRs [Coster et al., 2007]. Most studies mentioned above made use of satellite observations,
which usually only sample several longitudes and local times for the specific storm case [Foster and
Rideout, 2007; Horvath and Lovell, 2015]. Given the SED phenomenon is quite dynamic both temporally
and spatially, mapping and profiling the SED structure and their time evolution is essential for us to better
understand the physical mechanism of SED occurrence. In this study, we tried to map the global SED
phenomenon through assimilating multiple ground-based GNSS and satellite observations into a model.
The 17 March 2013 geomagnetic storm was selected for this case study because of reasonably good data
availability. In section 2 we will describe the data assimilation method. We will show the results and discus-
sions in section 3. Finally, we will conclude the paper in section 4.

2. Data Assimilation Algorithm

Global atmospheric, oceanic, and land field reanalysis, which is carried out at such as the National Centers for
Environmental Prediction/NCAR and the European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts, has greatly
impacted climate monitoring, scientific research, and numerical weather prediction. Specifically, the reanaly-
sis provides a gridded state representation of these fields by assimilating multisource observations into
physics-based model. Reanalysis of multidecadal series of past observations has become an important and
widely utilized resource for the study of atmospheric and oceanic processes, climate, and predictability. In
a preliminary study of ionospheric reanalysis project during 2012 [Yue et al., 2012], a global ionospheric data
assimilation model that uses a Kalman filter method and the International Reference Ionosphere (IRI) model
have been described. A data processing function of both the ground- and LEO satellite-based GNSS TEC
observations was embedded in this assimilation model. The differential code bias (DCB) of transmitter was
calibrated based on the IGS (International GNSS Service) results. The DCB of LEO receiver was estimated
based on the spherical symmetry assumption and least squares fit method [Yue et al., 2011], while for the
ground-based receiver DCB estimation, we used a global ionospheric map assistant method to save the com-
putation time [Yue et al., 2012]. The accuracy of processed slant TEC was believed to be 1–3 TEC unit (TECU,
1 TECU= 1016 elm�2) [Yue et al., 2011]. A sparse matrix method was introduced as the algorithm to eliminate
huge computation and storage issues in Kalman filter given that each GNSS ray only passes through a little
portion of all the background grid points [Yue et al., 2014a]. This was then used to reanalyze the global 3-D
ionospheric electron density during 2002–2011 by assimilating observations from ground- and LEO
satellite-based GNSS-observed slant TEC, and nadir vertical TEC from Jason 1/2 altimeters. All the indepen-
dent evaluations showed that the reanalysis results have smaller deviations from the observations than
the background model. The obvious overestimation made by the IRI model during the 23/24 solar minimum
is corrected well by the assimilation. This assimilation model was further used to an observing system
simulation experiment to evaluate the relative importance of different data sources in imaging the iono-
sphere [Yue et al., 2014a].

In this study, we applied this reanalysis algorithm to the 17 March 2013 storm case study. This storm, which is
often called the (2013) St. Patrick’s Day storm, was triggered by an Earth-directed, coronal mass ejection that
occurred on 15 March. The storm sudden commencement occurred at ~6 universal time (UT) on 17 March.
The disturbance storm time (Dst) index reached the minimum of �132 nT at around 21UT on 17 March.
The values of the F10.7 index were 124.8, 124.5, and 116.6 on 16–18 March, respectively. We used 16 March
as the reference quiet day in our following analysis. The spatial resolution is the same as Yue et al. [2012,
2014a] which is 5° in latitude, 10° in longitude, and ~30 km around F2 peak, while the time resolution is
0.5 h, which was a choice after balancing the data availability and time scale of SED. During the 17 March
2013 storm, there are observations from total 10 available satellites as listed with details in Table 1. Among
those data, the slant TEC from the occultation made by COSMIC and Gravity Recovery and Climate
Experiment (GRACE) satellites provides the key altitudinal information of ionosphere electron density. In
addition, we only use ~450 globally distributed ground-based GNSS stations in the assimilation, although
far more than 450 ground GNSS stations are available globally currently. This is to reduce significantly
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computation time for our study which needs no high spatial resolution. About one third of those GNSS
stations also receive the GLObal NAvigation Satellite System (GLONASS) in addition to GPS signals.
Figure 1 shows the location of ground GNSS stations, the orbital coverage of all LEO satellites, and the tran-
sionospheric trajectories of all radio occultation rays during 100min. We can see that the combined ground
GNSS and LEO observations have suitable coverage even globally, which ensures the accuracy of the reana-
lysis as will be demonstrated later. We have analyzed the storm time ionospheric response based on reana-
lysis, and the results appear promising. It can reproduce all the large-scale ionospheric disturbances,
including the positive ionospheric storm effect during the initial and main phases, and the negative iono-
spheric storm effect during the recovery phase. We have done a detailed analysis and evaluation on the rea-
nalysis derived storm disturbances for this case in another companion paper [Yue et al., 2016]. The readers are
referred to that paper if interested in other storm disturbances for this case. In this paper, we will focus on the
SED phenomena based on the reanalysis results.

To demonstrate the capability of data assimilation in identifying the SED structure, we plotted the differential
vertical TEC map between 17 and 16 March for 19.75 UT in Figure 2. As a comparison, both the results of the
ground-based GNSS only and of the reanalysis are displayed simultaneously. The ground-based TEC was
derived from more than 4000 GNSS stations globally and provided by the MIT Madrigal database. As
indicated from the figure, the reanalysis shows the similar ionospheric disturbances to the ground GNSS in
the area, where ground-based TEC data are available. Specifically, they both show the similar positive storm

Figure 1. Demonstration of the data coverage in the reanalysis. (a) Orbital coverage (lines) of all the used LEO satellites during ~100min and geographic location
(red dots) of used ground-based GNSS receivers. (b) Transionospheric trajectories of GNSS radio occultation (elevation< 0°) rays corresponding to orbits shown in
Figure 1a. Different colors represent different LEO satellites as shown in the top. The view point is the northern America, where the majority storm-enhanced density
were observed and investigated.

Table 1. Summary of the Data Source Used in the Ionospheric Electron Density Reanalysis

Low Earth Orbit-Based TEC

Mission Altitude (km) Inclination (deg) Number Occultation TEC Upward TEC Ocean vTEC

COSMIC ~800 72 5 √ √
GRACE ~470 89 1 √ √
TerraSAR 515 97.5 1 √
Metop-A 817 98.7 1 √
Metop-B 817 98.7 1 √
Jason 2 1336 66 1 √
Ground-based GNSS TEC: ~450 IGS high-quality stations
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in the lower latitude of northern America and the negative trough in the higher latitude. Within a narrow
band from later afternoon in the eastern United States to the prenoon time in middle Canada, there is an
obvious SED plume occurrence with an amplitude up to ~6 TEC unit (TECU, 1 TECU=1016 el/m2). The SED
in the reanalysis is slightly wider than that of ground GNSS, which might be due to the relatively lower reso-
lution in the data assimilation algorithm. In the polar region along the noon-midnight direction in both the
ground GNSS and reanalysis, there appears a large-scale (>1000 km) tongue-like enhancement, which is
called TOI. TOI is generally attributed primarily to the antisunward plasma flow from SED region [Foster
et al., 2005; Liu et al., 2016b; Thomas et al., 2013]. Again, the TOI structure from reanalysis is slightly wider than
ground GNSS due to the lower resolution in the assimilation, which tends to smooth out those structures.
Furthermore, there exists a discontinuity between SED and TOI in ground GNSS TEC [see also Liu et al.,
2016b], which is probably due to the merging of the SAPS-induced afternoon negative storm and the morn-
ing sector depletions caused by decreased O/N2. Zhang et al. [2013] also noted a similar separation between
the SED and TOI and associated this with the polar patch-related segmentation. Although the latitudinal
spread of this discontinuity is less than 10°, it can be reproduced well by the reanalysis, which demonstrates
the fair accuracy of the assimilation scheme. In the high-latitude over Russia, no ground-based GNSS data are
available. However, the reanalysis still shows an ionization enhancement with an amplitude of ~4 TECU over
there, which is mainly derived from the LEO radio occultation measurements. This enhancement is usually
called boundary blob, which is formed due to the plasma transportation to the equatorward boundary of
the nightside auroral oval [Crowley et al., 2000].

3. Results and Discussions
3.1. Results

Figure 3 shows the differential TEC maps between 17 and 16 March for the Northern Hemisphere during
9.25–23.75 UT with a 0.5 h interval. For convenience, the magnetic local time and latitude coordinate were
used here. The central point in each subplot is the northern magnetic pole. Generally, there occurred two
separate SED plumes in the initial and main phase, respectively. The first visible SED appeared in the
Europe region during 9.25–14.25 UT. As time went by, the SED corotated with the Earth from eastern
Europe to the United Kingdom. The second SED occurred in the time period of 18.75–21.75 UT in the northern
America region. The amplitude of SED is slightly higher in the initial phase (>6 TECU) than in the main phase
(~5 TECU). Both SED occurrences were accompanied by the simultaneous positive ionospheric storm in the
lower latitude of afternoon time, the TOI in the higher latitude along the noon-midnight direction, and the

Figure 2. (left) Differential TEC map of ground-based GNSS network between 17 and 16 March for 19.75 UT under
geographic coordinate. (right) The same as Figure 2 (left) but for reanalysis results. The unit is TEC unit (TECU,
1 TECU = 1016 el/m2). The view point is northern America, where a storm-enhanced density and a tongue of ionization
could be identified clearly in both subplots. The reanalysis shows a boundary blob occurrence as well. The 90°W and 90°E
roughly correspond to local time of 13.75 and 1.75, respectively.
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boundary blob at the equatorward boundary of auroral oval, as demonstrated in Figure 2. In the first SED, the
TOI and blob began to decay in 13.25UT, which was 1 h earlier than that of SED. In the second SED, the TOI
and blob appeared ~2.5 h earlier and disappeared ~1 h later than that of SED. The overall time evolution of
SED, TOI, and blob in the first SED was more complicated than the second one. With the time evolution, the
TOI and boundary blob also corotated with the Earth as SED did, especially during the second SED
occurrence. The corotation was identified based on the fact that the SED and TOI occurred in the same
magnetic local time and latitude. If we compare the first (Europe) and second SED (northern America), some
differences can be found. During 9.25–12.75UT, the shape of SED is different from that of 13.25–14.25 UT
and 18.75–21.75UT. Specifically, in the lower latitude part of SED, it also shows enhancement around
noontime. In addition, during 13.25–14.25UT, the SED extends to 12.25magnetic local time (MLT) around
70° magnetic latitude (MLAT), while that of 18.75–21.75UT extends to 11.75MLT around 65° MLAT. During
11.25–14.25 UT, the TOI is less significant than that of other UTs.

Figure 3. Differential TEC maps of reanalysis results between 17 and 16 March during 9.25–23.75 UT with half-hour interval from the view of North Pole. The
coordinate system is magnetic local time and magnetic latitude. The unit is in TEC unit (TECU, 1 TECU = 1016 el/m2).
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We also looked at the same results as Figure 3 but for the Southern Hemisphere. The similar simultaneous
SED/TOI/blob and their time evolution were identified in the Southern Hemisphere too. The SED occurred
simultaneously in both hemispheres. This is probably due to the fact that the convection electric field expan-
sion occurs magnetically conjugate as pointed out by Foster and Rideout, 2007. This conjugate occurrence
was more obvious during the main phase of the geomagnetic storm. As an example, we plotted the differen-
tial TEC map during selected UTs for both hemispheres simultaneously in Figure 4. At 18.75 UT, the SED
began to develop in both hemispheres, associated with TOI and boundary blob. While at 21.75 UT, the
SED/TOI almost decayed in both hemispheres. The overall amplitude of boundary blob was higher in the
Northern Hemisphere than that in the Southern Hemisphere. In addition, the SED in the Northern
Hemisphere around 18.75 and 20.75UT was less significant than that of the Southern Hemisphere.

3.2. Discussions

In our data assimilation, the used slant TEC usually has an uncertainty of 2–3 TECU due to the assumptions
used in the processing and the observational noise [Yue et al., 2011]. Since the studied geomagnetic storm
is relatively moderate, the SED enhancement in terms of vertical TEC is around 4–6 TECU. The data assimila-
tion results can identify the occurrence and time evolution of SED well although its amplitude is so small,
which implies the high accuracy of the assimilation. However, we only have six satellites with radio occulta-
tion ionosphere profiling capability in the assimilation. During 0.5 h of the assimilation window, there are
averagely ~50 radio occultation events, which is still far less than sufficient to provide global ionosphere
vertical information. We actually have looked at the altitude variations of SED including peak density, peak
height, the electron density at different altitudes, and the TEC integrated at different altitude intervals. But
the results were quite noisy, which resulted from uneven and insufficient data coverage. Given the promising
result using only six GPS radio occultation satellites, we can expect that this data assimilation can give very
high accurate global ionosphere specification in the future due to the fact that the significantly increased
radio occultation data will be available in the near future once new constellations launched (e.g., 12 satellites
by COSMIC-2) [Yue et al., 2014a, 2014b]. Note that even one LEO satellite will observe more radio occultation
data in the future than before since most receivers will track multiple GNSS signals rather than only GPS as
COSMIC did. In the future study, especially more accurate altitudinal information of ionosphere via data
assimilation will enable us to better understand the SED mechanism.

Figure 4. Differential TEC map of reanalysis results between 17 and 16 March during 18.75–21.75 UT with 1 h interval from
the view of (top row) North Pole and (bottom row) South Pole, respectively. The coordinate system is magnetic local time
and magnetic latitude. The unit is in TEC unit (TECU, 1 TECU = 1016 el/m2).
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According to Foster [1993] and Foster et al. [2007], the SED could be due to the latitudinal extension of EIA that
resulted from the convection expansion. In Figure 3, two identified SEDs seem to correlate with the positive
ionospheric storm effect in the lower latitudes. It implied that the positive storm was a necessary condition
and therefore plasma source for the SED formation at least during this case, as proposed by Foster [1993].
While according to the simulations by Heelis et al. [2009], the local ionization enhancement due to the
expanded electric field can be up to a factor of 2 or even more and the plasma transportation from lower lati-
tude region might be not a necessary for the formation of SED. Given we only have electron density para-
meter, it is hard for us to validate the local ionization enhancement mechanism. Coster et al. [2007]
reported an extreme case of corotating SED lasting 15–20 h from Europe to America during a moderate
geomagnetic storm, which is pretty much similar to the current case. They also pointed out a repeatable
pattern in the time evolution of the latitude location of the SED plume. In our study, since the latitude resolu-
tion in the data assimilation algorithm is ~5°, is it not sufficiently high enough to evaluate this repeatability in
the SED occurrence. In addition, they also found that the TEC in the base of SED was greatest in the American
sector, which could also be identified from Figure 3 in our case. This is probably due to the fact that the north-
ern America sector which is far from the geographic pole and close to the geomagnetic pole may favor the
high occurrence of SED [Kelley et al., 2004]. Furthermore, longitudinal variations of neutral wind could also
result in the longitude difference of SED amplitude, as simulated by Sojka et al. [2012]. However, Coster
et al. [2007] did not show the evolution of other high-latitude structures except SED due to the insufficient
data coverage. Our data assimilation results clearly showed the coexistence between TOI, boundary blob,
and SED. These structures also corotated with the Earth as SED did. During 16.75–18.75 UT, the TOI and
boundary blob were developedwell while the SEDwas not. This might mean that the SEDwas not the plasma
source of TOI/blob at this time interval. Liu et al. [2016b] pointed out that sometimes the TOI can be observed
without SED occurrence. We have found that the SED/TOI occurred in conjugate hemispheres simultaneously
during this case. Foster and Rideout [2007] showed several cases of simultaneous SED occurrence in both
hemispheres based on TOPEX TEC data. They proposed that it was due to the fact that the convection electric
field expansion is conjugate. Our results partly support the electric field mechanism by Foster [1993].
However, we also found some difference of SED occurrence in both the amplitude and time evolution
between both hemispheres. This might imply that the effects of some localized mechanisms such as neutral
wind enhancement or different separations between geographic pole and geomagnetic pole for these two
hemispheres cannot be ignored [Liu et al., 2016b].

In our data assimilation algorithm, an empirical rather than theoretical model was used as the background. So
the assimilation could only output optimized electron density parameter. In the future study, theoretical
model such as NCAR-TIEGCM will be used as background. It will output the optimized ionospheric drivers
such as neutral wind and electric field in addition to electron density. It will further help us to understand
the physical mechanism of SED occurrence.

4. Conclusion

In this paper, we obtained the global ionospheric electron density with the spatial/temporal resolution of 5°
in latitude, 10° in longitude, ~30 km around F2 peak, and 0.5 h in time, during 17 March 2013 geomagnetic
storm through assimilating ground and LEO-based TEC data into the model. In total, ~450 ground-based
GNSS stations’ and ~10 LEO satellites’ observations were applied in the assimilation. Of all the data, six satel-
lites with ionospheric radio occultation profiling capability provided the key altitudinal variation information.
The SED associated with the TOI and boundary blob can be identified well in the data assimilation results,
although their amplitude of enhancement was only up to ~6 TECU. We also observed the corotation and
magnetic conjugacy features of SED/TOI. Given a significant amount of radio occultation will be available
in the near future, this method will help us resolve global ionospheric disturbance down to very small spatial
and temporal scales during geomagnetic storm.
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